
TOP HIDDEN GEMS

1. Supplemental Courses

Courses in ULS empower teachers to drive student 

growth with the included evidence‑based practices 

(EBPs). Courses also save teachers time when preparing 

for instruction and provide differentiated activities that 

support inclusion. They are always available, regardless 

of grade band.

Examples: science, social studies, Science-of-Reading-

aligned phonics, math

2. Core Materials

The wide range of core materials provided in ULS saves 

teachers valuable prep time and helps them complete 

routine, daily instructional tasks.

Examples: task analysis, workflow visuals

 

3. Instructional Tools

Handy instructional tools that save teachers prep time 

are easily accessible in Teacher Reference Materials. 

These tools include printable templates that support 

ULS lessons.

Examples: money, communication strips,  

letter/number tracing

4. Instructional Guides

Instructional guides provide evidence‑based strategies 

that support best practices and boost teacher 

confidence and effectiveness.

Examples: active participation guidelines, scope and 

sequence, instructional tips



5. Alignment Tools 

Alignment tools help teachers achieve and maintain 

standards compliance by connecting lessons and 

materials to state standards. 

Example: alignment documents with instructional targets

6. Built‑in Accommodations

Accommodations included in ULS help teachers achieve 

and maintain IEP compliance. They also save teachers 

implementation time and ensure they follow all IEP 

accommodations for each student.

Examples: ability to turn off symbol supports, highlight text, 

target cueing for drag-and-drop activities, and more

7. n2y Library 

The n2y Library saves teachers time finding reading 

materials—search by level and/or topic. With diverse 

subjects to choose from, it also promotes reading skills 

across content areas. Books can be used for shared 

or independent reading.
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“[ULS] is a wonderful system of 
scaffolded and differentiated 
supports for students with complex 
needs. Students have meaningful 
access to curriculum that is 
specially designed, engaging, and 
current. Our district is thrilled to 
have Unique Learning System 
throughout our schools.”

Dr. Lisa Hughes
Director of Student Services
NORWICH PUBLIC SCHOOLS, CT
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